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The Importance of Adaptability in Art and Travel: My Experience Abroad
by Callie E. Dowd

“What gives value to travel is fear. It is the fact that, at a certain moment, when we are so far
from our own country … we are seized by a vague fear, and an instinctive desire to go back to
the protection of old habits … this is why we should not say that we travel for pleasure. There is
no pleasure in traveling, and I look upon it more as an occasion for spiritual testing.”
-Albert Camus
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Special thanks to Karen Brewster, Scott Contreras-Koterbay, Laura Kelly, Bobby Funk, Herb
Parker, Zack Allen, and Cassandra Dowd (my mom).
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In many cases, art and travel are inseparable. When you visit new places, you want to
take in the culture of this new place, which normally means you listen to a different type of
music and experience new kinds of style and entertainment. Art is a part of human lifestyle
which is why it is so enriching to discover new forms in various environments. I have had the
privilege of getting to observe art and culture in Eastern Europe. During this time, I discovered a
new perspective of my own art form: theatre. It holds a new meaning to me after travelling.
Opening up my mindset to new ways of doing things has been a large part of my personal
growth as I shift my focus to graduation and “the real world” outside of schooling. The entire
reason I planned this trip to Europe was to gain this new set of eyes. However, I did not realize
at the time the impact it would truly have on my life as an artist. In my time abroad I discovered
how the culmination of travel, art, and adaptation could enhance my viewpoint on life and the
world around me, which had been a lesson slowly building from my childhood through early
adulthood.

I.

Preparing for Bulgaria

In the Spring semester of 2020, I went abroad through the International Student
Exchange Program (ISEP Exchange) that is partnered with East Tennessee State University. I was
looking forward to doing this since I started as a freshman in Fall 2017. I decided early on that
studying abroad would give me better insight into the world I am living in and help build my
character. I was hoping the experience would open me up to change. I study theatre and film,
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so I wanted to go somewhere that would enhance my knowledge on these topics. Looking back
at my time abroad I achieved all this and more. It just did not go at all how I expected.
During the application process which started around August of 2019, the ISEP Exchange
Program had me pick seven different schools from a list of schools partnered with ETSU through
ISEP. The online portal allowed me to read about the different schools and countries I might get
the chance to travel to. I selected my top seven, ranking them from first choice to last choice. I
chose schools from all over the world starting with places like Scotland and England. I had
heard of all the countries I picked, but last minute I decided to choose a random place I had
never even heard of. My last choice on the list of options was a school in Blagoevgrad, Bulgaria.
As it turned out, the ISEP Exchange Program assigned me to Bulgaria despite that
country being the last on my list. At first, I was shocked and disappointed. No one I have ever
talked to has heard of such place, but I found out soon enough it is real, and it is unique in
every way. I began to realize that being assigned to Bulgaria was exactly what I had wanted all
along. I wanted a challenge. Most of all, I was hoping to explore a weird and wonderful country
that I would have otherwise never gotten to go to. Later, as I reflected on my experiences and
coursework throughout the semester, I realized the amount of life lessons that I was being
taught through daily life in that little village in Eastern Europe. I had not thought about my
approach to creating art as a way of fully adapting to a situation, but Bulgaria introduced me to
this idea. Being there also challenged me to reflect on how I have grown as an artist overtime
and how my previous experiences have prepared me for this journey across the ocean. My time
abroad taught me how impactful it can be to immerse myself in an environment.
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Looking back now, it seems I was preparing for my time abroad throughout my younger
years. I learned at a young age how to be adaptable in an ever-changing and unpredictable
environment. I learned this from a place that made me feel connected and accepted in my
preteen years when I felt like the entire world was against me (later identified as hormonal
angst). The Children’s Theatre of Knoxville was a small safe haven for kids of all ages to meet
after school and create stories. That was my “soccer field”. My mom would drop me off each
afternoon after school to rehearse for three hours--preparation leading up to the start of a
thirteen-performance run of a theatrical production performed entirely by children, for
children. The audiences were primarily made up of kids, and the atmosphere was very intimate
and friendly. I was involved in a total of thirteen productions with this theatre over the course
of several years. We performed each night very spontaneously with a fresh point of view of the
text. It was honest. Imagining my life now without this place helps me appreciate what I have
come to understand about theatre. For a long time, theatre was all superficial in my eyes. This
was a subconscious, natural observation of what I believed theatre to be. It was only about the
part you wanted to play or the ugly costume they made you wear. My experiences at The
Children’s Theatre of Knoxville helped me know theatre is much more.
Through my involvement with theatre as a child, I see how quickly I was able to pick up
some very universal traits that are important to most workplace and social atmospheres. I
learned about commitment through the intense rehearsal schedules and reliance on other
players. We collaborated as a unit which taught me to respect those that I worked alongside. I
learned about the imaginary “fourth wall” (audience peering into a room and viewing actors via
a picture frame stage opening) and how this concept showed me how to fully immerse myself
5
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into the scene. I took this “fourth wall” way of playing a scene and applied it unwittingly to my
every-day life. I began to see myself open-up more and take more risks. I went from being timid
and insecure to making bold choices about who I want to be and following those urges. I gained
confidence from being part of the children’s theatre troupe.
Zack Allen, the founder of Knoxville Children’s Theatre, dedicated his life to creating that
space for us and indirectly gave us these values to take with us into our adult years. He died
back in 2018, but he gave us many lessons during my time with the company. One idea that was
engrained in me was approaching a scene with an “open mind.” Mr. Zack instructed us to
pretend like each time onstage was like the first time ever performing those lines. This seems
like a simple request but looking at how I have led my life thus far, it truly has been one of my
mantras ever since. The idea that we as human beings should attempt to view circumstances as
if they are a new opportunity has encouraged me to get out of my comfort zone both in life and
onstage.
Zack gave each child at that theatre the opportunity to be proud of our work. As a young
kid, it is uncommon to get that type of mature satisfaction from hard work and passion. If a
child did not want to audition or act, Mr. Zack would suggest learning how to operate the light
and sound board. If a kid had a special skill backstage, he would ask them to assist in set or
costume design. We always knew there was a spot for us because he made sure we felt
important. Any time something went wrong during a performance, Mr. Zack would get
everyone together and encourage us. He would remind us why we wanted to be a part of the
show in the first place. Any time I messed up I always got back on stage feeling recharged
because Mr. Zack pushed us to always move forward. I learned there is no point in dwelling on
6
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past mistakes when the opportunities of success are waiting up on stage in front of an eager
audience.
Today, as an adult, I recognize my work in the theatre has taught me to commit to bold
choices, and to look at situations from all perspectives before making judgements. My early
theatre experiences helped me better understand how to communicate with people using
empathy and reason. I learned how to not just mimic human gestures but better understand
them. And I found that making choices on stage directly influences how I make choices in my
life. I became so conditioned to humbly accept challenges because of my time every afternoon
with The Children’s Theatre of Knoxville, and because I naturally crave adventure. I spent my
Monday afternoons in amazing and challenging plays like Wonderland or Little Women and
through those experiences I felt freedom and independence in my choices on stage.
Theatre offers a certain parallel to the real world that I used in my travels in Europe. I
certainly did not travel to Europe with this intention, but I slowly came to realize the
connections I make with people while traveling is very similar to the connections I make with
other characters while acting onstage. When traveling, you bring your entire life experience
with you to this new place and begin a completely clean slate. Likewise, in a production, actors
bring personality and personal history to their performances. Actors should treat each
performance just like they are stepping into a foreign land with no knowledge of what is next. I
learned to be open to any possibility and to accept the unknown. In life if you are not open to
this you experience constant worry for the future. In my time abroad I adapted to the unknown
circumstances just as I had done on stage countless times before, which made me aware of
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how my environment slowly changed me. I hope these experiences in Bulgaria will in turn allow
me to create more intimate and honest interactions with my future roles onstage.
Carrying the lessons learned at Knoxville Children’s Theatre into my burgeoning adult
life causes me to consider my time performing on the stage at ETSU. Have I applied these ideas
of openness and immediacy in my college roles? Thinking about this, I remember an experience
I had as a first-year college student when I figured out the importance of “letting go” as an
actor. I have come to realize this approach complements the lessons Mr. Zack taught me in the
children’s theatre performances. This new learning experience began when Professor Herb
Parker directed the play The Diary of Anne Frank by Frances Goodrich and Albert Hackett back
in 2017. This play is a stage adaptation of the book Diary of a Young Girl written by Anne Frank
and preserved by her father after World War II. It describes the Frank family’s real-life situation
of being in hiding (along with other people) for 761 days in an attic secret annex above a
warehouse full of office workers during the Holocaust in German occupied Europe. Edith Frank
was Anne Frank’s mother. And I was given this role-- I had no idea how to approach such a
serious and mature role. Of course, I had never been trapped in an attic with my family fearing
for my life for years on end. Nothing I had experienced had ever matched what this woman was
going through. Approaching this role was like going to a very unusual foreign country for the
first time. I had to be open to the experience. It was not until we began rehearsing a specific
scene that I was able to express her feelings properly.
The scene I remember most distinctly is the one when Edith loses her temper with
fellow hiding place companion Mr. Van Daan for stealing extra food in the middle of the night.
She is supposed to be at her wits end at this point in the play, displaying her piled up emotions
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for everyone in the attic to witness. At this point in rehearsals, I still had a lot of insecurities
about my performance. I was the youngest in the cast, and constantly compared myself to the
older and wiser seniors who were beautifully cast in their respective roles. I always felt like I
was being judged on my age and experience level. The day we rehearsed the “bread scene” as I
dubbed it, was when Herb Parker, our director, instructed me to lose my temper so much that
my blocking was to march over and start hitting Mr. Van Daan. He told me to scream and sweat
and wave my hands with rage. After each run of the scene, he would say “You’re just not
getting angry enough.” I could not release this idea that I was so different from my character. I
kept holding back because of what others might think. Finally, Herb pulled me to the front of
the stage and said, “we’ll continue running this section until I see it in you.” I did the scene
about 10 times over with Herb yelling “AGAIN!” and “Hit him harder!” from the back of the
house. Each time I did the sequence I became angrier and angrier at myself for not being angry
enough. The final time I did the scene I let my body move across the stage exactly the way it felt
it should. I let my arms wave and I felt the force each time I struck him. I felt spit flying out of
my mouth and veins popping out of my forehead as I screamed at him. When the scene was
over, I remember everyone in the room looking at me like they did not know me anymore. It
felt like I was a stranger to them for a moment. All I remember Herb saying was, “there it is.”
And we moved on. At the time I did not see the relevance of this revelation. I was just excited
that I had finally had a breakthrough with this character. Now, I use this as a reference for a
time that I completely let go of my doubts and worries. I challenged myself to fully immerse
myself into this role. When I was abroad in a completely new environment, I chose to do what I
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did with my character in The Diary of Anne Frank. I decided to let go which resulted in a positive
experience in the end.
The following year in 2018, ETSU Professor Bobby Funk directed a play entitled Ken
Ludwig’s Baskerville: A Sherlock Holmes Mystery. I was cast in the show where I played eight
different characters with eight different accents and wigs. Each persona had their own quirk,
and I was challenged to make each character seem immensely different from the rest. This
production was one of the most exciting learning experiences because I was coming on stage
one minute as a Scottish nurse and the next minute, I was exiting to change wigs and come
back as a little boy with a cockney accent. I learned a lot about the importance of comedic
timing from this show. There were nights when we would run a sequence and it just was not
funny. This was usually because one thing missed the pacing and it made everything seem
slower and less natural. In Baskerville the majority of the humor was physical comedy. We were
running back and forth, there were fights, and falls, and big gestures. I think all these aspects
reinforced the idea that it is so important to release myself from the fear of judgement. This is
something every person struggles with, performer or not.
During this show I realized why I favor comedy over any other genre I had worked on
before. It deals with immediacy and wit. The fast-paced sequences gave me even more
freedom to focus on what was happening in the moment. I was reminded of what Mr. Zack had
instilled in me about following through with my commitments on stage and off. If I make a
choice for my character my job is to stick with it fully for the choice to feel “right.” As Edith
Frank during “the bread scene” I had utilized this lesson by forgoing my fear of looking crazy. I
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had to tell myself that none of that mattered. Learning this lesson before my trip to Bulgaria
was helpful because I did see a difference in the way I interacted with people once I arrived.
Bobby Funk is another teacher who coached me on the idea of being truly present on stage. In
his acting class at ETSU we covered Meisner’s technique. Sanford Meisner was a worldrenowned acting teacher who taught actors how to escape their own thoughts and rely on
emotion and improvisation. In short, the idea behind it is for an actor to “get out of their own
head” and react instinctively to the environment. We did countless exercises that involved
moving around the space. For example, walking in odd ways with no specific traffic pattern
around the studio helped us learn to move freely amongst chaos. We reacted to other’s strange
choices and simultaneously made new improvements to our own characters we had created in
thirty-short seconds. I used to see these as mere acting games to make us feel comfortable, but
I now see just how applicable these silly exercises can be. Sanford Meisner’s theory of repletion
and the “reality of doing” has been a solid backbone for how I view the world going into
adulthood. It gave me the freedom to create a personal truth in my scenes. Larry Moss, an
author and acting instructor who worked alongside Meisner states, “Acting represents all that
human beings experience, and if you want it to be ‘nice’, you will never be a serious
communicator of the human experience.” (Moss 1”). This is the honest value of what it means
to be an actor. Now, when I perform it is about how human nature can be conveyed through
the character’s situation. This new motive perfectly coincides with my travel goals.
The courage I needed to go abroad came from the discoveries I made through theatre. I
always told myself I did not care what others thought. However, there are certain situations
where you cannot escape these thoughts. We all need to learn, as my teachers taught me, to
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trust my life experiences, to approach every situation with an open mind, and to give one
hundred percent to every encounter without fear of judgement. Travel is so much like
developing a character on stage. You must be genuinely eager to accept the change that will
inevitably occur. Things will always be different in some way when you are in a new place. Just
like on stage each night performing the same scenes as the same character. You must accept
growth for the experience to be fulfilling. Theatre is just as enriching as travel, and the two
deeply coincide with one another. This connection is what made me enjoy my time abroad so
much more. Mr. Zack had given me the initial push to be myself and enjoy adventure, Professor
Herb Parker had instilled in me the importance of raw emotion and not holding myself back
from an opportunity, and Professor Bobby Funk gave me a chance to really challenge myself
physically and mentally as an actor. These experiences were core building blocks to my
personally growth that led me to Bulgaria.

II.

Travelling to Bulgaria

Fortified by my life lessons from theatre, during my third year at ETSU (spring 2020) I
was placed at the American University in Bulgaria through the ISEP Exchange program. I was to
spend one semester at this school studying classes related to film, journalism, and theatre. The
university had arranged to pick me up from the airport the day I arrived and drive me an hour
from the Sofia, the country’s capital, to school. I was to live in a dorm room with an American
roommate, who coincidentally was a friend of mine from ETSU. I was a part of a group of
thirteen other American students from all over the US. We were all roughly the same age and
shared the same culture which separated us from the Bulgarian students we now shared a
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classroom with. The campus was founded in 1991 and felt very modern.

Me in front of the oldest building on campus called “the main building”

It was small with only a few buildings but held a sense of honest community. I was immediately
welcomed by the faculty who all spoke fluent English. A few of the professors and
administrators were from America originally. All the American exchange students were eager to
explore the minute we arrived. When we were given free time during orientation, we would set
out into the city to try food from street vendors or enter little shops. We were like baby ducks
learning to swim away from their mother. Each time we ventured out we made it just a little
farther than the time before. This alone made me feel so independent because I had set a goal
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to travel here and I finally did it. I felt relief in knowing that I had accomplished something like
that. However, the first week still felt like a dream which could seem scary at times. I was
homesick for a little bit when my surroundings were a little too unfamiliar. This feeling
eventually went away with time and I began to find comfort in the fact that it was unfamiliar. In
Emily Thomas’ philosophy book The Meaning of Travel she uses the term “otherness” which
can be described as “contacting the familiar” (Thomas 3). Thomas points out that this feeling of
‘otherness’ is good for us. The word perfectly describes that sense of curiosity and fear that
motivates a person to discover more. She also compares the likeness of a traveler vs. a tourist.
She states that, “tourists seek things that have been discovered by entrepreneurship and
prepared by the arts of mass publicity.” (Thomas 8). This has shifted dramatically with the age
of social media. Tourism became a game amongst marketers and turns the travel destination
into a materialistic ploy. Thomas’ description of a traveler very much depicts what my goals
were for my own adventure. As I planned out my trip, I wanted to experience the place and not
the attractions. This would give me the clearest picture of where I was living.
Bulgaria is a place with people who live their lives. This sounds like basic knowledge, but
for someone who had never travelled out of the US I had to remind myself that they have
things like shampoo and toothpaste there for me to buy if I ran out. Americans are brought up
to believe that everything in America is the correct way of life. Our government and our culture
are believed to be an exception amongst all other existing nations. The idea of “American
Exceptionalism” is best defined by Ian Tyrrell’s article in the publication “The Week”.
“Exceptionalism requires something far more: a belief that the U.S. follows a path of history
different from the laws or norms that govern other countries.” (Tyrrell 1). I saw the meaning of
14
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this term in action while I was travelling, but only discovered the name after returning home. I
had to constantly remind myself that ideas of social strata, controversial topics about human
rights, and fundamental social norms were all going to be different in Bulgaria. I never
challenged myself to question if what I learned in school about America could be biased. I never
wondered if my view of my country came from a place of immaturity and ignorance. Sure, I
learned how to accept adventure and curiosity through my time in theatre, but my perspective
on these lessons had not broadened to real life until I started questioning what “normal” really
meant. Going to Bulgaria and seeing people who had no connection to the norms of American
lifestyle made me realize there is no “correct” way to live. We see examples in media and film
of how our lives should look to conform to the “normal structure” of the American Dream.
Going into a new environment convinced me that I have such a small view of our world, and no
matter how much I travel I will never understand it to its fullest extent.
As I made my way to Bulgaria, reminding myself of the similarities they shared with the
US did not take away from the shock of the vastly different culture that awaited me when I
stepped off the airplane. I was bombarded by the new language, the smells, the foreign street
signs, the dogs, and cats running everywhere--this was not familiar. Familiarity can be a curse. It
can make us too comfortable, and therefore it can change the way we perceive the world. If I
were to never step foot out of my mother’s house, I would have no understanding of how to
properly empathize with people who do not share my background. Chances are I would be
more negative and have no ability to immerse myself into anything other than what I have
already been accustomed to. After arriving in Bulgaria, I had two options: I could sit in my dorm
room with my American roommate and imagine what my friends back home are doing for the
15
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next four months or I could explore. Thomas highlight in her book one of Albert Camus’ most
famous viewpoints of travel,
“What gives value to travel is fear. It is the fact that, at a certain moment when we are
far from our own country… we are seized by a vague fear, and an indistinctive desire to go back
to the protection of old habits. This is the most obvious benefit of travel.” (Thomas 155).
After only one night of getting over this fear of the unknown, I began to challenge the
obstacles I had been so intimidated by on my journey there. I learned short Bulgarian phrases
and used gestures to communicate with food service workers and store clerks. I asked for help
from strangers if I needed something translated. I went on hikes in the mountains behind
campus. I started naming the street dogs and cats and smiling at old women in the street who
seemed confused by my American hair and accent. These unfamiliar things in my routine
became so exciting. I had always been conditioned to accept the current situation as an actor in
my creative life that this idea of immersing in the culture ended up being the most important
part of my journey abroad. I had to completely free myself of how the local people may expect
me to behave. I decided to make decisions based on exploration and creativity, not out of what
I should be doing to “get my money’s worth” out of the trip. I was encouraged by my professors
and new friends to get involved with the school to learn more about the area and the students I
shared a campus with. This was one of the aspects that made me feel almost as if I was in a
parallel universe. The school was all taught in English, and the campus had the feel of an
American university (hence the name- American University in Bulgaria). The weather was
almost the exact same as back home, just a few more cloudy days than I would have liked. The
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time difference was exactly seven hours different, so I would be starting my day and people at
home would be finishing up.
I had to adjust to this life of backwards feelings. For example, I noticed that smoking was
a common habit amongst young people and was accepted indoors at most public venues. In the
states most people have quit or attempted to quit smoking cigarettes. However, there it
seemed fine by everyone. The gun control issue is not as prevalent there as it is in the states. I
encountered a boy about eighteen with a handgun in this back pocket. I am unsure if anyone
ever taught him proper gun safety or what he even planned to use it for, but I know that it
made me feel very unsafe. I had a few discussions about LGBTQ rights with some Bulgarians
and a few of them agreed they were not supportive of the gay community or gay rights. This
topic is a controversy still circulating in the states with a majority of young people openly
promoting gay rights. It was surprising to talk to people who had not considered the idea and
do not view it as a social issue to be worked on. This made me appreciate our freedom of
speech and the constant push for conversation in the US. For the most part, our culture places
a high importance in the right to share your voice.
One interesting thing I encountered with the students in Bulgaria was their knowledge
of American pop culture. A lot of them knew celebrities like Britney Spears and Miley Cyrus but
would consider our president in 2020 to be a part of pop culture as well. As a US citizen I look at
Donald Trump as a huge part of the political category of our nation, but to outsiders looking in,
he is an American celebrity. The fact that Americans deem our politics and pop culture as
superior to other nations never occurred to me. I always believed it was because of our pride
for such a diverse nation, which is partially true, but not the entirety. Americans have a very
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selfish and entitled nature simply because of how fast paced and high functioning our society is.
We set a precedent of greed in the way we progress economically. The “American Dream” is a
sought-after lifestyle for most of the population. We are known for being hungry for the next
big thing. Of course, other countries share this desire, but growing up as an American and only
reading about other nations from biased, Americanized textbooks did not give me enough
insight into the rest of the world. It all finally clicked when I realized we were a spectacle. Most
countries follow our politics quite closely, because to them it is entertainment. The way we
parade our presidential candidates around and how our media makes them look like clowns is a
laughingstock to the rest of the world. For example, one of my friends from Belgium told me his
parents watch the US debates every election season. I had no idea that anyone else cared. I did
not understand why a Belgian family would want to turn on an American political debate. I
came to the conclusion that it has to be because our system is so unique compared to other
nations. This is an example of how the media has the capability to warp our ideas of a place
based on what information we are fed through the news and articles. Immersive travel is a
healthy way to learn about the world around us. It is understandable that people are simply too
busy to give up their 9 to 5 jobs and responsibilities to travel the world, but one thing you can
do from your own home is refused to accept initial impressions. Watching one American debate
and creating a perspective on the country as a whole is not the most accurate way to gain
cultural knowledge. Emily Thomas also points out that, “travel can change the way we feel
about our home places.” (Thomas 192). My own travel experience made me appreciate the
sides of America that other Nations have looked over. As an artist America is a wonderful place
to create because there is a sense of freedom and struggle and hard work that leads to personal
18
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victory. Of course, these things can happen anywhere, but America specifically has consistently
encouraged this process. It has been the nation of opportunity ever since it was founded. So, all
this to say, I now view my country with respect, but in the process, I learned it is not the
greatest country on earth. It is just great in its own way.

III.

Observation of Everyday Life

I began to put the puzzle pieces together that to best experience this new culture I
needed to observe the differences and allow myself to appreciate them without judgement.
This came from a place of acceptance on my part. To accept a human is to understand their
point of view. In my creative writing class at the university in Bulgaria my professor spoke a lot
about observation. You can learn a lot by taking it all in silently. It does not have to be a show
on your part, but a mindset that you keep to yourself. I travelled to Belgium on my spring break
and I stood in the center of the square and felt a natural meditation fall over me. I stopped
thinking of all the people and looked at the buildings around me. I imagined what it must be
like to live nearby. Observing the fashion and the body language, the rhythm of the way the
people spoke to one another, it all seemed so performative from my perspective. Theatre is
based on stories, both fiction and nonfiction. This means that the psychological nature of a
performance may conjure with someone’s understanding of their own reality. I believe that
when I step on stage I have gotten so used to the lights and the adrenaline that it changes my
perception of what needs to be treated as real and fake. The urge to entrance an audience also
entrances the performer.
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I took a class called Digital Storytelling while at the American University in Bulgaria,
taught by Professor Laura Kelly. I did not expect this class to coincide so perfectly with my
intentions for my experience abroad, but it did just that. Almost every student in my class was
Bulgarian or at least spoke a bit of the language. My professor and I were the only Americans in
the classroom. I also expected this class to be more of a video editing course with storylines and
scripts. However, I was pleasantly surprised to be in a photography-based class. This would
challenge me since I had no background or prior interest in photography. Of course, it scared
me at first, but sticking with my intentions to roll with the punches I stayed in the class and am
so glad I did. The class agenda was essentially for students to immerse themselves in the
community outside of campus by capturing beauty of buildings and people with our iPhone
cameras. Each day at the beginning of class Professor Kelly would have us write a very short
story on a slip of paper and tape it on the board in front of the class. The stories did have a
“prompt” something to the effect of: “tell us about something that scared you this weekend.”
The main rule of these short stories was that they all had to be true. We would all read each
other’s stories anonymously. Then, discuss the assignment for the day. This was a way to warm
us up to the simplicity of storytelling. It was such an immediate way for us to share our stories
with others in such a raw form. When I shared those stories, it felt similar to the way it did as a
child sharing short stories on stage with my friends. It was very innocent and spontaneous.
Our first assignment was to pair up with a partner and go out into the streets of
Blagoevgrad, which is the city the university was located, and ask people around the city if we
could take portraits of them. Of course, there were guidelines for the format of the portraits,
but it seemed like a casual assignment. I am already outgoing, so initially I was not too daunted
20
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by the idea of the project. However, when my partner Boris and I set out to find out subjects I
realized that because of the language barrier I could not effectively communicate with them in
the way that Boris could. I ended up just following Boris around while he asked for permission
to random folks on the street. I did not feel like this project suited me at all. It felt unfair
because everyone else in the class was able to follow the instructions. Boris, who later became
one of my great friends, was very kind and energetic about helping me with the assignment as
best he could. He is also a theatre major, so the connection we had through theatre was
enough to make us a good pairing for this type of assignment. The next assignment was the
same idea, just with ten photos instead of five, and I had to go alone. This seemed impossible to
me. How could I go around an unfamiliar city and take portraits of people I cannot even speak
to? I finally decided to ask Professor Kelly for advice on what to do. She suggested I ask Boris
from my class to make a Bulgarian script that explained the project and what I needed from the
subjects. She suggested I use gestures to show that I am friendly and to make them feel
comfortable. At first, this frustrated me. I wanted to be given a pass for my inability to do the
project like everyone else in the class. I expected to be given a shortcut. But Professor Kelly did
not give me a shortcut or a pass. Instead, I set out during a nice sunny day with my script
written by Boris and my phone camera hoping that some friendly Bulgarians would humor the
confused American girl studying at the local university.
The first person I decided to ask was a woman who owned a market on the main street.
I had purchased a funky sweater from her the week before, and even though she did not
understand me, I hoped she would recognize me. I showed her my script and she seemed
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embarrassed by the request to have her photo taken.

Portrait of shop keeper in downtown Blagoevgrad, Bulgaria

I kept pushing myself to ask others but had many rejections before I met two old
women sitting on a park bench. They were feeding their dog treats and laughing together. I
approached by using the native Bulgarian greeting, “Dobra den!” They looked up and smiled at
me.
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The kind women with their dog on the park benches
She spoke broken English to me asking something about the states and Donald Trump. I
tried my best to answer, but the “conversation” did not continue. She smiled for the photo and
then I walked deeper into the city park. After that it took me a few more hours to accumulate
the rest of the portraits. I went in hair salons, thrift shops, markets, and bakeries looking for
subjects. A few of them happened to speak fluent English. I later found out that it is quite
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common for the younger generation to speak both Bulgarian and English. I spent a lot of time in
the local salon where the head stylist spoke fluent English. He sat me in one of his chairs and we
chatted about his job and my experience so far in the country.

The hairsylist located at the salon near my school in Blagoevgrad
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Man on the street looking up into the sky

Thrift store attendant posing in front of changing room curtain
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I walked back to campus feeling accomplished. I was so happy to have met all those
unique individuals that I would never have encountered if not for this assignment. As I reflect
on that class, I see how it served as a turning point in how I view human beings. I began the
project feeling timid and insecure and completed it open minded and accepting, which
reminded me of what I learned from my acting teachers about putting myself out there in order
to get the best results. The difference was that somewhere in there I decided to release my
prior judgements of the situation and people involved. I embraced my task and decided to
make the most of it. It has since become one of my favorite days abroad. The assignment was
given to make us consider other people and their situations. It was a challenge to humble us as
artists, because if we long to see beauty in the world but only try to find it within our own four
walls then it will not be successful. Professor Kelly would say “Go tell a story that lights your
hair on fire.” I loved this imagery of what passion looks like for a creator. The intentional
motivation of setting out to explore as a storyteller can feel like this sometimes. I felt exactly
like this when I had the breakthrough during my rehearsal of The Diary of Anne Frank. After
discovering that I could release my true emotions for the character all I wanted to do was share
the story with an audience. I wanted others to experience the feelings I had found in the text.
As a creator you must open up to the random and unexpected experiences in order to create
something that tells a real story.
Art is all about trial and error. Knowing that the script method might fail only made me
want to try harder to succeed. On stage, I tend to do my best when I pose the possibility of
messing up. If I accept all possibilities the chances of me giving the role everything I have
increases. Holding myself back will not lead to any new possibilities, which is why I decided not
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to stop trying to finish the photo project in Digital Storytelling. I enjoyed that challenge like I
have enjoyed the challenges onstage. So, applying these newfound observational skills to my
acting will inevitably shift how I present myself onstage. It will also make it easier to slip into a
new role if I have the ability to use my surroundings as research. The classes that I took in
Bulgaria have now prepared me for a more experimental and accepting side of the arts, and I’m
so ready to see where this can take me in my career moving forward.

IV.

Making the Connection

As all of these assignments and lessons began to culminate into one, I had a much
deeper appreciation for my relationships with the Bulgarian students that I was going to school
with. I had gotten comfortable with attending events for the student body which allowed me to
get out of my comfort zone in different ways. One day while in Bulgaria, I decided to go see my
Bulgarian friend’s production of Waiting for Godot by Samuel Beckett. It was interesting that
the ETSU Department of Theatre and Dance had just produced this same production the
semester before I went to Bulgaria. The theatre was small, and it seemed that the audience
consisted mostly of friends which made it feel quite intimate. Here in the states when I watched
the play, I felt like I was watching a few young actors perform a piece that they had studied and
made sense of in an educational and respectful way. They studied the playwright and the
concept of absurdism, and they performed it the way it was meant to be performed. There is
nothing wrong with this, and I enjoyed watching it at ETSU. However, when I saw it in Bulgaria, I
noticed that they seemed to have a different focus. The actors seemed looser on stage.
Sometimes a bit too loose. They broke character at some points to laugh at something they had
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just said or would just give the audience body language that they were having the time of their
lives up on stage. I watched my friend Boris as Vladimir and I felt like I was watching someone
playing a game. It did not seem serious but instead it seemed very fun and laid back. He was an
amazing Vladamir because the performance felt instinctual and natural for him. A lot of this
attitude also came from the fact that the audience was very interactive. I really enjoyed
watching two universities from across the world perform a classic piece like this and present it
in such different ways. It was a unique theatre experience for me because in the United States
things are typically more formal- especially in college theatre. We are supposed to be silent and
respectful to the performers, and the performers are supposed to be respectful of the script
and the writer’s work. This is not wrong, and I enjoy how seriously Americans take theatre and
entertainment. However, the change of tone that I witnessed watching Waiting for Godot in
Bulgaria made me wonder if it is possible to mix the two. We can still perform a Shakespearean
piece with respect to all parties while maintaining the simplicity of experimentation and the
relaxed nature of an intimate setting. To me, theatre should not be about what headshot I use
on the playbill, or who to dedicate my performance to. It should not be about what recruiters
are in the audience, or who gets to bow alone at the end of the show. These are all things that
had become a “theatre norm” to me in the past. I have realized that moving forward in life,
even if I do not end up performing as my career, I want to be in the same mindset that my
friend Boris was about his performance. When he felt like Vladimir would laugh at himself along
with the audience, he did. When he felt like Vladimir needed to hug another character, he did. I
did not once get the sense that he had planned to laugh at a certain joke or move a certain way.
It reminded me what theatre should feel like. My teachers throughout my years of acting had
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always placed an importance on being true to the scene and the intention of it. This was a
consistent lesson from Mr. Zack all the way to my college education. Boris’ performance was
refreshing because it proved to me that this type of art still existed. The perfectionism of
modern theatre had begun to change what theatre meant to me until I visited Bulgaria.
Knowing that America has this theme of exceptionalism and “the American Dream”
woven through every aspect of our society through politics, religion, technology, and pop
culture we are reminded through art we cannot always be perfect. Nothing humans do are
perfect, and in our country, we are brainwashed to believe that we must strive to make
ourselves such. My teachers in Bulgaria and at ETSU emphasized through my art I can make
mistakes. In my American University creative writing class, I wrote whatever popped into my
head and read it to the class. There was no editing and no points taken off for being “off topic.”
I was being taught to accept the weird ideas that my brain wanted to write about. I learned this
in my acting class at ETSU. Professor Bobby Funk had us do acting exercises focused on
movement. Meaning we used the classroom space to move around as certain characters that
our minds created. There were no wrong answers. I enjoy that about art in general--there are
no wrong answers.
My experiences in Bulgaria taught me about being content with my surroundings. As I
moved about the city, I considered places and things that felt familiar vs. unfamiliar to me.
There was one spot that made me feel content and reflective. The benches that lined the
walkway down the city park. This was where I got to sit and talk with friends or sit alone and
observe families and children of Blagoevgrad. It made me feel so comfortable because it felt
like any of the parks I used to visit back home. The benches were all spray-painted crazy
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patterns and colors. I found this interesting because the country was ruled by a communist
government only eleven years prior to my visit. I thought the colorful modern benches
represented a new presentation to their home. It seemed like a symbol of revitalization and
community after such a difficult time for the nation. The city was littered with debris and
scattered with stray animals. The air quality was thick and sometimes it was more difficult to
breathe due to air pollution. However, things like those benches were signals that they were
looking to make changes in the future.
As the weather began to warm up in Bulgaria, March settled in as well. The Bulgarians
have a holiday they call “Baba Marta” which means Grandmother March. This is a celebration
of Spring coming and new beginnings. The first sign of Spring is said to be on the first of March
which is the day the celebrations occur. There is dancing, traditional clothing, bracelet making,
and of course traditional Bulgarian food like Banitsa. I loved celebrating this holiday in Sofia, the
capital of Bulgaria. They had a large circle of people in the city square dancing to music and
enjoying the day. I felt like this experience was revitalizing and made me excited for the future.
This excitement and pure contentment had been steadily building as time went on. I had come
to love the new life I had been given in Bulgaria and felt comfortable with the people I was
surrounded by. However, comfort can be a deceptive feeling. At this time of contentment, I had
no idea what my life would end up looking like by the end of March. Until things changed, I had
not truly come to know what it is to live fully in the moment. Even when I was enjoying Baba
Marta- I still had big plans for my Spring Break and looking ahead for the summer. I was still
taking this fun day for granted without even noticing. I was not prepared for the changes that
would take place so soon.
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V.

Going Home

It was only about a week later when I started to realize things were not as simple as
they seemed. This was when the exchange students started getting word, we would most likely
be getting sent home early due to what we now know as the Global Pandemic that is believed
to have begun in Wuhan, China in December of 2019. All we knew then was that the Covid-19
virus had made its way to a few European countries (specifically a hotspot in Milan, Italy.) This,
ironically, was my original location for my spring break trip, but we cancelled last minute due to
the virus. As we started to hear more and more rumors about the spread, I remember being
afraid of the future. This was a complete shift in such a short amount of time from being
completely content and carefree to now wondering what the fate of the world would be within
the week.
This time I was getting news I would likely be sent home, was the weekend my mom
was supposed to fly in to visit me at my school in Bulgaria. She had planned to arrive and see
where I had been living, and then we would go on a short trip to Greece and enjoy the tourist
attractions. As she was flying across the ocean to visit me, President Donald Trump made the
announcement that there would be no air travel between Europe and the US within the next 48
hours. To say the mood had shifted would be an understatement. As I travelled on the train to
pick up my mom from the airport, I remember crying to myself with the worst feeling of loss I
had in a while. This magical experience I had dreamed of having was going to be taken away so
soon. Of course, when I got to the airport and hugged my mom, I felt so much better.
Thankfully, I had her to help me sort out what to do next. We returned to campus and only a
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few hours later we received an email from ETSU Study Abroad that we had to return home to
the states, because we were in a global health crisis.
Flying home felt surreal. I had only gotten to say goodbye to a few of my friends and had
not gotten much sleep during that time. I will never forget the emotions of that day. I
remember feeling like I had nothing else to look forward to. Like this experience had been so
much greater than I ever could have hoped, and it all came crashing down unexpectedly. Emily
Thomas highlights in her novel that travel is not only about how far you are going, but how
much ‘otherness’ you experience. This feeling could have happened during a trip to another
state. It does not matter, necessarily, that I was in a place across the ocean. What matters is
that Bulgaria had proven me wrong in so many ways. I had been taught countless things
unexpectedly and made a connection with a place I had not even known existed before. Now,
having almost a year to reflect on the experience I see now what a unique journey it turned out
to be. I wanted it to last longer, but this was the final lesson of my time abroad. Taking what I
was given for granted made it harder for me to let go and move on in the end. I had just
accepted this new life as my only reality and nothing else could have made me happier and
more content than to be in this weird, wonderful country. I thought I had unlocked the ultimate
life for myself, but in actuality I was just happier than I’ve felt in a while. This realization of my
contentment and happiness translate now into my work, relationships, and of course my art. I
have learned from my loss of Bulgaria that a loss can only be a gain. By taking away what I
thought made me fulfilled it revealed a layer of truth to the world that I had not realized
before. Happiness is circumstantial and life truly is what you make it for yourself. I cannot look
back on being sent home from Bulgaria as a loss anymore, but a gain of unlimited life lessons,
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friendships, and most importantly safety from a virus that has since killed millions of people
worldwide. This is a prime example of looking at the bigger picture and being willing to accept
whatever comes your way. The adaptability that I had to adopt to experience this travel was
more than expected. However, I cannot imagine stepping foot on stage again without
reminding myself that I get to create a story and am going to let anything happen. Possibilities
are what make the world better, which is why I firmly believe that within art and travel the
possibilities are truly endless.

Me petting a stray cat just outside the ancient ruins of Plovdiv, Bulgaria
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